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Canberra cases
From:

"howard harrison [howard_harrison@codea.com.au]"

To:

provincial

Cc:

REDACTED

Jeff-Alexis
I am in NZ till Wed.
We have some additional material from Greg Walsh from Chute
prosecution which Helen 0 brien is chasing.Some of it is unhelpful on
the issue of "alleged" prior knowledge such as a psychiatric report
where Koska says he tried to get help from an earlier Provincial.
Martin is sending you a note on some of the detail so we can decide
over next day or so whether or not to hand it over to CCI.
My own feeling is that we have very little legal - moral choice but
to hand it all over rather than cherry picking and if we end up
having an argument with them so be it.
I dont think they will lightly deny insurance cover.
In any event I dont think we have an effective choice given that
insurance contracts are contracts of utmost good faith we have a long
and positive relationship with CCI and I think we will just have to
let the cards fall where they will.
Have a look at Martins note and we can talk when convenient.
John Maguire was in good form at Greg Walshs wedding celebration on
Saturday night.
I am on the mobile in NZ ( I believe).
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